


LEMON NOT LIME
Length: 24.70 metres (81')
Beam: 5.65 metres (18' 6")
Draft: 1.70 metres (5' 7")
Number of Guests: 8
Number of Crew: 3
Built: 2018
Builder: Princess
Naval Architect: Bernard Olesinski
Flag: British
Hull Construction: GRP
Hull Configuration: Planing hull
Air conditioning, Stabilisers at anchor, Stabilisers underway,
WiFi connection on board

The ingenious design of the 75 Motor Yacht offers efficient,
agile cruising. Her deck layout provides you with a variety of
options to entertain or relax including a walkthrough foredeck
with U-shaped seating and sunbathing area. She is also
sociable whilst underway with seating either side of the upper
helm. The flybridge has space aft for free standing furniture or
to fit a crane and store a tender.

Her elegant exterior conceals a voluminous interior. Natural
light flows in to her main deck through extended window lines
and a unique full-height window on the port side to make the

free standing dining area a spectacular place to entertain. All
three guest cabins are en suite whilst a dedicated staircase
leads to the owner’s stateroom amidships via a private lobby
area. The win cabins feature convertible beds, that can turn
into double beds fore more flexibility







SPECIFICATIONS
ACCOMMODATION
Number of Guests: 8
Number of Cabins: 4
Cabin Configuration: 3 Double, 1 Twin, 1 Convertible
Bed Configuration: 3 King, 2 Single, 1 Convertible

EQUIPMENT
Engines: Twin MAN V12 1800 (2X1800mhp)
Cruising Speed: 20 knots
Fuel Consumption: 280 Litres/Hr

WATERSPORTS
Tenders + Toys: Williams Jet 325 Tender 
2x Seabobs FS5
2 Stand up Paddles
Donut
Towable for 4 persons 
Roll floats
Snorkelling equipment
Fins



LAYOUT



Disclaimer

This document is not contractual. All specifications are given in good faith and offered for informational purposes only. The publisher and company do not warrant or
assume any legal liability or responsibility for the accuracy, completeness, or usefulness of any information and/or images displayed. Yacht inventory, specifications
and charter prices are subject to change without prior notice. None of the text and/or images used in this brochure may be reproduced without written consent from the
publisher.


